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ABSTRACT

Can we identify patterns of temporal activities caused by human communications in social media? Is it possible to model these patterns and tell if a user is a human or a bot based only on the timing of their postings? Social media services allow users to make postings, generating large datasets of human activity time-stamps. In this paper we analyze time-stamp data from social media services and find that the distribution of postings inter-arrival times (IAT) is characterized by four patterns: (i) positive correlation between consecutive IATs, (ii) heavy tails, (iii) periodic spikes and (iv) bimodal distribution. Based on our findings, we propose Rest-Sleep-and-Comment (RSC), a generative model that is able to match all four discovered patterns. We demonstrate the utility of RSC by showing that it can accurately fit real time-stamp data from Reddit and Twitter. We also show that RSC can be used to spot outliers and detect users with non-human behavior, such as bots. We validate RSC using real data consisting of over 35 million postings from Twitter and Reddit. RSC consistently provides a better fit to real data and clearly outperform existing models for human dynamics. RSC was also able to detect bots with a precision higher than 94%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Given time-stamp data from social media services, can we identify patterns generated by human communication? Is it possible to model these patterns? Can we tell if a user is a human or a bot just by analyzing the timing of their postings? Understanding the dynamics of human activity has attracted the attention of the research community [15, 22, 10, 19, 14, 26] as it has implications that range from efficient resource management [12], human event recognition [16] and clustering [18, 8] to anomaly detection [17, 24, 9]. Previous attempts on modeling human communication have shown that the distribution of inter-arrival times (IAT) often follows heavy-tailed distributions [3]. However, are there other patterns in the IAT distribution that existing models fail to explain? In this paper we aim at answering the following research questions:

- **Q1: Patterns.** What patterns can be discovered from the temporal activities of social media users?
- **Q2: Model.** Can these patterns be modeled?
- **Q3: Usefulness.** Is it possible to use a model of human dynamics to spot anomalies based solely on temporal activity?

To answer these questions, we analyzed posting time-stamp data from two social media services: Reddit and Twitter. Figure 1(a) shows the distribution of consecutive IAT of over 2,000 Reddit users. Figures 1(c) and 1(d) depict the IAT inverse complementary distribution function (CCDF) and log-binned histogram for the same data. The distribution of IAT is characterized by four activity patterns:

1. **Positive Correlation:** The IAT $\Delta_i$, between two postings depends on the previous IAT $\Delta_{i-1}$. This is indicated by a concentration of points in the along the diagonal of Figure 1(a).
2. **Periodic Spikes:** The IAT distribution, shown in the log-binned histogram from Figure 1(c), has spikes at every 24 hours.
3. **Bimodal Distribution:** The IAT distribution has two "humps", the first occurring near 100s and the second occurring near 10,000s.
4. **Heavy-Tailed Distribution:** This pattern is depicted in IAT CCDF plotted in log-log scale in Figure 1(d).

In order to explain all the four discovered patterns we propose RSC, a model that is able to generate synthetic time-stamps that mimics human user activity in social media. In Figures 1(c) and 1(d), RSC is indicated by a solid blue line which accurately matches the real data. We also demonstrate the usefulness of RSC by using it to detect bots based only on the time-stamp data from users. The contributions of this paper are:

1. **Pattern Discovery:** We analyze data from social media services and discovered four patterns of user activity: (i) posi-
tive correlation, (ii) heavy-tails, (iii) periodic spikes and (iv) bimodal distribution;
2. Generative Model: We propose RSC, a generative model that is able to match all four discovered patterns in user activity;
3. Bot Detection: We use RSC to spot outliers and detect users with automated behavior such as bots based only on users’ time-stamp data.

We validate RSC using data from over 35 million postings from more than 25,000 Reddit and Twitter users. We show that RSC consistently provided a better match to real data than existing models for human dynamics. We also show that RSC can be used to detect bots with a precision higher than 94%.

In order to allow reproducibility of our experiments, we make our RSC code and the datasets used in the experiments available. The outline of the paper starts with the problem definition and goes on to background, pattern mining, model description, experiments, and conclusions.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

We are given postings time-stamp data from a set of users \( \{U_1, U_2, \ldots \} \). Each user \( U_i \) has a sequence of postings time-stamps \( T_i = (t_1, t_2, \ldots) \) where \( t_i \geq t_{i-1} \). A posting represents an event in which a user submits to the social media service a comment or a tweet. Each posting has a time-stamp \( t \) which indicates the time at which the comment or tweet was submitted. From each sequence of time-stamps \( T_i = (t_1, t_2, \ldots) \) we are able to compute the postings inter-arrival times (IAT) that we define as follows:

** DEFINITION 1** (INTER-ArrIVAL TIME (IAT)). An IAT, denoted by \( \Delta_i \), corresponds to the time interval between two consecutive postings \( t_i - t_{i-1} \) from the same user.

A sequence \( T_i \) of time-stamps from a given user \( U_i \) yields a corresponding sequence of IAT \( \Delta_i = (\Delta_1, \Delta_2, \Delta_3, \ldots) \). In this paper we are also interested in analyzing consecutive IAT, which are defined as:

** DEFINITION 2** (CONSECUTIVE IAT). A consecutive IAT is a pair of two IATs \( (\Delta_i, \Delta_{i+1}) \) from the same user.

Table 1 lists the symbols and definitions used throughout the paper. As discussed in the Introduction, we want to solve three problems in this paper, which can be stated as follows:

1Available at: http://github.com/alceuufc/rsc_model

### Table 1: Symbols and definitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( T_i = (t_1, t_2, \cdots) )</td>
<td>Sequence of time-stamps from user ( U_i ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta_i = (\Delta_1, \Delta_2, \cdots) )</td>
<td>Sequence of inter-arrival times (IAT) from user ( U_i ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta )</td>
<td>Set of RSC parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_a )</td>
<td>Probability of becoming active if resting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_r )</td>
<td>Probability of resting if active.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_{post} )</td>
<td>Probability of posting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{wake} ) and ( t_{sleep} )</td>
<td>Wake-up and sleep time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_{sleep} )</td>
<td>Fraction of day that user is sleeping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>Base rate of the SCorr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho )</td>
<td>Correlation parameter of the SCorr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Problem 1** (PATTERN-FINDING). Given the time-stamps data from different social media services, analyze the IAT distribution and find patterns that are common to all services.

**Problem 2** (TIME-STAMP GENERATION). Design a model that is able to generate synthetic time-stamps whose IAT fits the real data distribution and matches all the patterns found in Problem 1.

**Problem 3** (BOT-DETECTION). Given time-stamp data from a set of users \( \{U_1, U_2, U_3, \cdots\} \) where each user \( U_i \) has a sequence of postings time-stamps \( T_i = (t_1, t_2, t_3, \ldots) \) and the corresponding sequence of postings IAT \( \Delta_i \), decide if user \( U_i \) is a human or a bot.

3. RELATED WORK

A classical model for human dynamics assumes that arrival times \( \Delta \) follow a Poisson-Process (PP) [11, 5, 23]. In this case, the IAT are distributed following a memoryless exponential distribution with density function \( f(x) = \beta \cdot e^{-\beta x} \), where \( \beta \) corresponds to the mean IAT. Previous works, however, have shown that human communication often has long periods of inactivity followed by bursts of activity, which a Poisson Process is not able to explain [15, 8, 21].

In [3], Barabási proposes a model for human activity that assumes that individuals decide when to perform a task based on a
priority-queue. This model generates an IAT distribution that follows a power law \( f(x) = k \cdot x^{-\alpha} \). Other similar approaches that have been shown to generate power-law distributions include [10]. While these models are able to match heavy-tailed IAT distributions, they fail to account for how the daily cycle of user activity affects the distribution of IAT. For example, we show in this paper that the distribution of social media postings IAT is bimodal, which could be indicated bursts of activity followed by resting intervals.

Another approach for modeling human activity consists in using non-homogeneous Poisson Processes, in which the rate \( \lambda(t) \) at which the events are generated changes over time [15]. Malmgren et al. propose in [20, 18] a Cascading Non-homogeneous Poisson Process (CNPP) model, based on modeling users’ state. The rate changes according to two mechanisms: (i) the model state, (which can be either passive or active) and (ii) time of day and week. We show in Section 6.1 that, the non-homogeneous Poisson Processes from CNPP fails to match the heavy tailed IAT distribution from social media data. We also show that, even though CNPP models daily cycles of activity, the model fails to match daily spikes caused by periods of inactivity, such as sleep time (Figure 9).

The Poisson-Process as well as the power-law and CNPP models assume that consecutive IAT are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). However, recent works [14, 26, 13] as well as our collected social media data indicate that consecutive IAT are often correlated. In [26], Vaz de Melo et al. show that human communication violates i.i.d. assumption and propose a model named Self-Feeding Process (SFP) in which a synthetic IAT \( \Delta_t \) is generated as a function of the previous IAT.

The study of outlier detection is also relevant to our work, since we use our proposed RSC model to detect bots. Many outlier detection methods have been proposed in the literature [1, 4, 25]. In the context of using time-stamp data to spot bots, in [28] a method is proposed that consists in constructing a scatter-plot of the minute vs. the second for all comment time-stamps of a user. The plot is then used to visually assess whether a user is a bot or not. However the plot is not used to automatically test whether users are bot or not.

In [6] the authors use the entropy of the histogram of IAT as a feature to detect Twitter bots. Their method differs from ours because we show that it is possible to detect bots using only time-stamp data while [6] combine time-stamp features with textual features as well as account properties such as number of friends.

4. USER ACTIVITY: PATTERNS

In this section we analyze time-stamp data generated by user communication on Twitter and Reddit. We report our findings and show that existing models are not able to match all the users postings patterns.

4.1 Datasets

We collected postings time-stamp data from Reddit and Twitter users. For the Twitter dataset we collected data from over 9,000 verified accounts. Verified accounts are manually verified to be authentic by Twitter. For each user we collected the 3,000 most recent postings. Users with less than 800 postings were discarded, resulting in 6,790 users.

For Reddit, we randomly selected a set of over 200,000 users that commented on Reddit at least once between December 6th and December 29th 2013. Due to Reddit API restrictions, we collected the 1,000 most recent comments for each user. Similarly to the Twitter dataset, users with less than 800 comments were discarded, resulting in set of 21,198 users.

In Section 6.2 we test our proposed method for the task of bot detection. For that purpose, we inserted bot users in both the Twitter and Reddit dataset. For Reddit, we searched the Web using queries such as “bots users reddit” to collect a list of suspicious accounts. We inspected each suspicious account by checking the content of the messages and manually selected 32 bots.

In this Section we analyze the postings IAT using data from Reddit and Twitter. Our goal is to find patterns that are common to both services and that can be used to model user activity in social media. We start our analysis plotting in Figure 2 the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the users’ postings IAT.

**Observation 1.** The distribution of the postings’ IAT is heavy-tailed.

This heavy-tail pattern agrees with previous studies in human activity. This also shows that classical Poisson statistics are not adequate to model the interval between users’ postings. A consequence of the heavy-tail pattern is that a regular user can be inactive for long periods of time.

In this paper we show that it is possible to detect whether a user is a human or a bot based on time-stamp data (Section 6.2). A way that a bot could use to evade a bot-detection scheme would be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Poisson-Process</th>
<th>Log-Logistic</th>
<th>Power-Law</th>
<th>CNPP</th>
<th>SFP</th>
<th>RSC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Tails</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bimodal</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAT Correlation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distribution of the postings’ IAT is heavy-tailed.

Table 2: Communication patterns matched by different models. Only RSC is able to describe all patterns.

Table 3: Summary of the datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th># Users</th>
<th># Bots</th>
<th># Time-stamps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td>21,198</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>20 Million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>6,790</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>16 Million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Temporal Patterns in Social Media Communication

In this Section we analyze the postings IAT using data from Reddit and Twitter. Our goal is to find patterns that are common to both services and that can be used to model user activity in social media. We start our analysis plotting in Figure 2 the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the users’ postings IAT.

Table 3: Summary of the datasets.
to mimic human behavior. However, as consequence of the heavy tail pattern, in order to mimic human behavior a bot would need to reduce its posting rate, potentially reducing volume of content generated by a single bot.

We illustrate this point by showing in Figure 4(a) the IAT distribution for 200 Reddit human users and in Figure 4(b) the IAT distribution for 28 Reddit bots. Figure 4(c) shows the combined IAT distribution with data from humans and bots. Notice that only humans have the periodic spikes, while bots have many spikes for IAT smaller than 10,000s.

We also analyze the distribution function of the postings IAT. Figure 3 shows the histogram of the postings IAT by zooming into the interval from five hours to ten days. The histogram for both Reddit and Twitter has periodic peaks at every 24 hour intervals.

Observation 3. Excluding the daily periodicities, the distribution of postings' IAT is bimodal.

We show in Section 5 that the bimodal distribution can be explained by users having highly active sessions separated by rest intervals. Evidence of bimodal IAT distribution in human activity has been reported before in vehicle traffic [12] as well as in users exchanging SMS [27].

We also show that the analysis of the how consecutive postings’ IAT are correlated can provide information about users’ communication patterns. For that purpose we propose DELAY-MAP, a visualization that consists in plotting pairs of consecutive IAT $(\Delta_n, \Delta_{n+1})$. To avoid occlusion, DELAY-MAP divides the $\Delta$ vs. $\Delta_{n+1}$ space in a log spaced grid and count the pairs of consecutive IAT in each cell. Finally, DELAY-MAP uses color coding to represent the grid cell counts, resulting in a heat-map visualization. Figure 6 shows the DELAY-MAP for the Reddit and Twitter datasets.

Observation 4. Consecutive IATs are positively correlated.

There is a concentration of consecutive IAT along the diagonal of the DELAY-MAP for both the Reddit and Twitter datasets. This indicates that there is a positive correlation between consecutive IAT

Observation 2. The distribution of IAT has periodic spikes at every 24 hours.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to find this pattern of human activity. Also, existing models for human communication dynamics are not able to explain the emergence of daily peaks in the distribution of postings IAT. In Section 5, by using our proposed RSC model, we show that daily peaks in the distribution of IAT can be attributed to daily sleeping intervals in which users stop communicating.

Non-organic behavior often generates peaks in the distribution of IAT. The periodic spikes pattern is important, as differentiating between which peaks are caused by human behavior and which caused by automated behavior has implications in bot-detection.

The circadian rhythm also affects the users’ communication patterns. Figure 3 also shows the histogram of the postings IAT by zooming into the interval from five hours to ten days. The histogram for both Reddit and Twitter has periodic peaks at every 24 hour intervals.

Figure 3: Periodic peak pattern: the log-scale histogram of postings’ IAT has peaks at 24 hour intervals.

**Figure 2:** Heavy-tailed distribution of postings IAT for the (a) Reddit and (b) Twitter datasets.

**Figure 4:** Peaks caused by human and bot behavior are different. (a) Periodic peak pattern caused by humans. (b) Peaks caused by bots. (c) IAT histogram with data from (a) and (b).
5. Rest-Sleep-and-Comment

Can we describe how long it will take for a user to make a posting on a social media service such as Twitter and Reddit? Can we model all the patterns we found in real data in Section 4? Based on observations from real data, we propose Rest-Sleep-and-Comment (RSC), a generative model that is able to explain the following user activity patterns:

1. Heavy tailed IAT distribution (Observation 1);
2. Bimodal IAT distribution (Observation 3);
3. Periodic Spikes in the IAT distribution, centered at 24 hour intervals (Observation 2);
4. Correlation between consecutive IAT (Observation 4);

We start in Section 5.1 by proposing the Self-Correlated Process (SCorr), a stochastic process that is able to generate events whose IAT are correlated. Section 5.2 describes the algorithm used by RSC to generate synthetic time-stamps and IAT. Finally, in Section 5.3, we describe the RSC parameter estimation algorithm.

5.1 The Self-Correlated Process

In this Section we propose the Self-Correlated Process (SCorr), a stochastic process that generates a sequence of synthetic IAT. Differently from a Poisson Process or models based on priority queues, consecutive IAT generated by SCorr are correlated. The motivation is to match the correlation pattern from real data (Observation 4). SCorr is defined as follows:

**Definition 3.** Let $\delta_i$ be the inter-arrival time between the events $i$ and $i-1$. A stochastic process is a Self-Correlated Process, with base rate $\lambda$ and correlation $\rho$ if:

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta_1 &\sim \text{Exp}\left(\frac{1}{\lambda}\right) \\
\delta_i &\sim \text{Exp}\left(\rho \cdot \delta_{i-1} + \frac{1}{\lambda}\right)
\end{align*}
\]

where $X \sim \text{Exp}(1/\lambda)$ denotes an exponentially distributed random variable with rate $\lambda$.

In SCorr, the duration $\delta_i$ between two events is sampled from an exponential distribution with rate $\lambda$ depending on the previous inter-event time $\delta_{i-1}$. SCorr uses the correlation parameter $\rho$ to control the dependency between consecutive inter-event times. The Poisson-Process and the Self-Feeding Process are special cases of the SCorr:

**Theorem 1 (SCorr Equivalence).** When $\rho \to 0$, SCorr reduces to a Poisson Process with rate $\lambda$. When $\rho = 1$, SCorr reduces to a Self-Feeding Process.

**Proof.** For $\rho \to 0$, Equation 2 yields $\delta_i \sim \text{Exp}\left(\frac{1}{\lambda}\right)$ which corresponds to the IAT distribution of a Poisson Process. For $\rho = 1$, Equation 2 results in $\delta_i \sim \text{Exp}\left(\delta_{i-1} + \frac{1}{\lambda}\right)$, which corresponds to the definition of the Self-Feeding Process.

5.2 Time-stamp Generation

In order to model the bimodal IAT distribution from real data (Observation 3) and the periodic spikes (Observation 2), the RSC algorithm can be in one of the following states:

1. Active: While RSC remains in the active state, it generates postings events with a probability $p_{\text{post}}$ or null events with probability $1 - p_{\text{post}}$ at every time interval $\delta^{A}$. The intervals $\delta^{A}$ and $\delta_{i+1}^{A}$ are correlated and generated using SCorr.
2. Rest: While RSC is in the rest state, it generates null events at every time interval $\delta^{S}$. As result, the RSC rest state only contributes to increment the postings inter-arrival times.
3. Sleep: When RSC enters the sleep state, it generates a single null event after a time interval $\delta^{S}$. The interval $\delta^{S}$ corresponds to the time necessary to advance the clock-time $\ell_{\text{clock}}$ until the next wake-up time $\ell_{\text{wake}}$.

In RSC, postings events are only generated during the active state. In order to match the correlation between consecutive postings’ IAT (Observation 4), the interval $\delta^{A}$ between active state events is dependent on the previous interval $\delta_{i+1}^{A}$. In order to model this property we use our proposed SCorr to generate the active state intervals:

\[
\delta^{A}_{i} \sim \text{Exp}\left(\frac{1}{\lambda} = \rho_{A} \cdot \delta^{A}_{i-1} + \frac{1}{\lambda_{A}}\right)
\]

where $\lambda_{A}$ and $\rho_{A}$ control the mean active state events intervals and correlation between consecutive state intervals for the active state.
The intervals $\delta^R$ between consecutive rest state null events is also generated by a Self-Correlated Process:

$$\delta^R_i \sim \text{Exp} \left( \frac{1}{\lambda^R} \right)$$

RSC assumes that the mean interval in the rest state is larger than the mean interval of the active state, that is $\lambda^R < \lambda_A$. As we show in Section 6.1, each SCorr generates a hump in the IAT distribution. By using a mixture of SCorr, RSC is able to match the bimodal pattern.

Figure 7: The RSC model. (a) The rate at which RSC generates events changes over time as a function of the previous inter-event time. (b) RSC generates null and postings events depending on its current state: active, rest or sleep. (c) Synthetic IAT $\Delta_i$ are generated at each posting event.

In order to compute the time-interval $\delta^S$ for the sleep state, RSC keeps track of the current time of day by using a clock $t_{\text{clock}}$ variable, where $0:00h < t_{\text{clock}} < 23:59h$. The clock variable $t_{\text{clock}}$ is advanced after each generated state time-interval. For example, when $\delta^R$ or $\delta^A$ intervals are generated in the rest or active states, the clock variable is advanced, respectively, by $\delta^R$ or $\delta^A$. The interval duration $\delta^S$ for the sleep state is generated in order to advance the internal clock until the next wake-up time $t_{\text{wake}}$:

$$\delta^S = \begin{cases} 
    t_{\text{wake}} - t_{\text{clock}} & \text{if } t_{\text{clock}} < t_{\text{wake}}, \\
    t_{\text{wake}} + (24h - t_{\text{clock}}) & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}$$

By assuming that $t_{\text{wake}} = 0$, we can replace the parameters $t_{\text{wake}}$ and $t_{\text{deep}}$ by a single parameter $f_{\text{sleep}}$ that corresponds to the fraction of the day that is considered sleep-time by RSC. In this case, $t_{\text{sleep}} = f_{\text{sleep}} \cdot 24h$ when $t_{\text{wake}} = 0$.

Figure 7(b) illustrates the null events and postings events generated by RSC over time, which are indicated by white and black dots, respectively. The arcs between events indicate the current RSC state: active, rest or sleep. Figure 7(c) shows the generated synthetic time-stamps and IAT $\Delta_i$, which occur at each posting event when RSC is in the active state. Figure 7 shows how the rate at which RSC generates posting and null events changes over time as a function of the previous inter-event interval, as described by Equations 3 and 4.

Figure 8 shows the state diagram for the RSC model. If the current clock time $t_{\text{clock}}$ falls within the sleep time, then the user will always transition to sleep state if the current state is rest. If the current clock time does not fall within the sleep time, then the transition is given by the following probabilities:

- If a user is active, there is a probability $p_a$ that she will remain active.
- If a user is resting, there is a probability $p_s$ that she will become active and a probability $1 - p_s$ to remain resting.
- After the sleep state ends, the user will always transition to rest state.

When users transition between rest and active states, RSC sets the previous state duration variables to $\delta^A_{i-1} = 0$ and $\delta^R_{i-1} = 0$. Users submit postings with a probability $p_{\text{post}}$ at the end of each active state. As result, there can be more than one state transition between two comments.

Algorithm 1 describes the procedure to generate time-stamps using the RSC model. The procedure RAND generates a uniformly distributed number in the interval $[0, 1]$. The procedure TIME-UNTILWAKEUP generates the sleep state event interval and corresponds to Equation 5. Finally, the procedure ISLEEPING computes the current $t_{\text{clock}}$ value and checks whether RSC should transition from the rest state to the sleep state.

5.3 Parameter Estimation

In order to estimate the parameters of RSC we propose an algorithm based on fitting the histogram of the observed data IAT. The algorithm starts by generating synthetic time-stamps using the RSC model. The next step consists in computing a log-binned histogram of IAT for real and synthetic data. The width $w_i$ of the $i$-th bin is wider than the previous $(i - 1)$-th bin by a fixed factor $k$. That is, $w_i = w_{i-1} \cdot k$. We denote the counts of IAT in each $i$-th bin for the real and synthetic data as $c_i$ and $\hat{c}_i$, respectively.

Using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, we find the parameter values $\theta$ that minimize the squared difference between synthetic and real data bin counts:

$$\min_\theta \sum_i (c_i - \hat{c}_i(\theta))^2$$

Using logarithm binning when approximating the PDF allows the parameter estimation method to match the heavy tail pattern as well as the daily spikes found in real data.
6. RSC AT WORK

In this Section we show that RSC is able to accurately fit real data and demonstrate its usefulness by using it to detect bots based solely on time-stamp data from users.

6.1 Simulations

In this Section we analyze how well RSC is able to match real data from social media services. We compare RSC against two other models: the cascading non-homogeneous Poisson Process (CNPP) proposed in [18] and the Self-Feeding Process proposed in [26]. We estimate the parameters of all models using the algorithm described in Section 5.3.

We start by comparing the IAT distribution of real and synthetic data. Figure 9 shows the log-scale histogram of IAT for all users in the Reddit and Twitter datasets. We compare the real data distribution (gray dots) to IAT generated by RSC and competitors: SFP (Self-Feeding Process) and CNPP (Cascading Non-Homogeneous Poisson-Process). Our RSC model, indicated by a solid blue line, accurately matches the real data. By modeling the sleep vs. awake cycle, RSC is able to explain the spikes centered at every one day interval which the other models fail to explain. Moreover, RSC is able to explain the bimodal distribution of IAT.

Figure 10 compares the IAT CCDF of real and synthetic time-stamps. Our RSC model accurately matches the heavy tailed IAT distribution. The CNPP model, based on a non-homogeneous Poisson-Process fails to match the heavy tail. Even though SFP is able to generate a heavy tailed distribution, it fails to fit the slope of the data.

We also evaluate how well RSC is able to match the correlation between consecutive IAT. Figure 11 uses the DELAY-MAP visualization to compare the distribution of consecutive IAT from real synthetic time-stamps. RSC provides the best match to real data when compared to competitors. By using our proposed Self-Correlated Process, RSC is able to generate correlated consecutive IAT, that can be seen by a concentration of points along the diagonal of Figures 11(b) and 11(f). Additionally, RSC is able match the crests centered at $\Delta(n) \approx 1$ day or $\Delta(n+1) \approx 1$ day. The CNPP model, shown in Figures 11(c) and 11(g), fails to match both the crests and correlation of consecutive IAT. Finally, the SFP model, shown in Figures 11(d) and 11(h) generates a correlation between consecutive IAT that is too strong, significantly deviating from the real data.

6.2 Bot Detection

Is it possible to tell if users are bots or humans just by analyzing the time-stamps of their postings? In the problem that we want to solve, we are given time-stamp data from a set of users $\{U_1, U_2, \ldots\}$ where each user $U_i$ has a sequence of postings timestamps $T_i = (t_1, t_2, t_3, \ldots)$ and the corresponding sequence of comments inter-arrival times $\Delta_i = (\Delta_1, \Delta_2, \Delta_3, \ldots)$. Our goal is to decide whether user $U_i$ is a human or a bot.

In this Section we propose RSC-Spotter, a method for bot detection that uses RSC to solve the bot-detection problem.

6.2.1 RSC-Spotter

RSC-Spotter compares the distribution of IAT of each user to the aggregated distribution of IAT of all users in the dataset. Users whose IAT distribution are significantly different from the aggregated IAT distribution are flagged as outliers and potential bots. RSC-Spotter uses RSC to compare users’ IAT distributions to the aggregated IAT distribution. First, RSC-Spotter estimates RSC parameters using the aggregated IAT data, and then, for each user, generates $n_i$ time-stamps, where $n_i$ is exactly the number of time-stamps for user $U_i$. Finally, RSC-Spotter computes the dissimilarity between the synthetic time-stamps distribution the users’ time-stamps. The RSC-Spotter algorithm can be summarized as follows:

1. Using the RSC parameter estimation algorithm proposed in

---

**Algorithm 1: Algorithm to generate time-stamps using the RSC model.**

**Input**: Parameters $\theta = \{p_r, p_o, p_{post}, \lambda_A, \rho_A, \lambda_R, \rho_R, f_{sleep}\}$ and size $N$ of the time-stamp sequence.

**Output**: Sequence of time-stamps $T = [t_1, t_2, \ldots]$.

Start:

1. $currentState \leftarrow \text{Active}, \Delta \leftarrow 0, i \leftarrow 1, T \leftarrow [0]$;
2. $t_{\text{wake}} \leftarrow 0, t_{\text{sleep}} \leftarrow 24 \cdot (1 - f_{\text{sleep}})$;
3. while $i \leq N$ do
   - if $currentState = \text{Active}$ then
     - $\Delta \leftarrow \Delta + \text{SCorr}(\lambda_A, \rho_A, \delta^{\Delta}_{i-1})$;
     - if $p_{post} > \text{RAND}()$ then
       - $i \leftarrow i + 1, T[i] \leftarrow T[i-1] + \Delta, \Delta \leftarrow 0$;
     - else
     - end
   - else
     - $currentState \leftarrow \text{Rest}, \delta^{\Delta}_{i-1} \leftarrow 0$;
   - end
   - if $\text{RAND}() < p_i$ then
     - $currentState \leftarrow \text{Sleep}$;
   - else if $currentState = \text{Active}$ then
     - $\delta^{\Delta}_{i-1} \leftarrow 0$;
   - else
     - $currentState \leftarrow \text{Rest}$;
   - end
   - if $currentState = \text{Sleep}$ then
     - $\Delta \leftarrow \Delta + \text{TIMEUNTILWAKEUP}(T, t_{\text{wake}}, t_{\text{sleep}})$;
   - end
   - $currentState \leftarrow \text{Rest}$;
4. Return $T$. 

---

**Figure 10**: RSC (solid blue line) matches the heavy tailed distribution of the real data (gray dots). CCDF of postings IAT for the (a) Reddit and (b) Twitter datasets.
where:

\[ \beta = \sqrt{\frac{\text{FP}}{\text{FN}}} \]

6.2.2 RSC-Spotter Evaluation

We evaluated RSC-Spotter using a sample of 2,000 Reddit users composed of 37 bots and 1,963 humans. We also selected 1,353 Twitter users that were identified by Twitter as humans (e.g. music celebrities and politicians) and also a set of 64 bots. We start by showing that the dissimilarity \( D_i \) can be used to separate humans and bots. Figure 12 shows the kernel smoothing function estimate of \( D_i \) values for bots and humans. The dissimilarity values for humans are significantly lower than the dissimilarity values for bots, generating two clusters.

To classify the users as humans or bots, we randomly split the datasets into train and test subsets of the same size while preserving the class distribution. The train subset is used to train the Naive-Bayes classifier, estimate \( \text{thresh} \) and the RSC parameters \( \theta_j \). Each experiment was repeated ten times. We compare RSC-Spotter against the following features extracted from the sequence of time-stamps of each user:

![Figure 9: RSC (solid blue line) matches both the periodic spikes and bimodal IAT distribution of the real data.](image)

![Figure 12: RSC-Spotter is able to separate bots and humans. Dissimilarity values \( D_i \) for users labeled as bots and humans.](image)
In this paper we analyzed time-stamp of over 35 millions users postings from two social media services: Reddit and Twitter. We found that the IAT distribution has four activity patterns:

1. **Positive Correlation**: There is a dependency between consecutive IAT (Observation 4).
2. **Periodic Spikes**: The circadian rhythm affects the users' postings times, generating period peaks in the IAT distribution at every 24 hours (Observation 2).
3. **Bimodal Distribution**: The IAT distribution has two modes (Observation 3).
4. **Heavy-Tailed Distribution**: The distribution of IAT is heavy-tailed, indicating that users can be inactive for longs period of time before making a posting (Observation 1).

We also proposed RSC, a generative model that describes the IAT between users' postings in social media. We compared RSC against representative models for human activity from the literature. We show that only RSC was able to match all four activity patterns. Moreover, RSC was able to provide an accurate fit to the real data IAT distribution.

Finally, we also show that RSC can be used to spot bots with automated behavior in social media. We proposed RSC-SPOFTER, a method that uses RSC to tell if users are humans or bots based solely on the timing of their postings with a precision higher than 94%. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

1. **Pattern Discovery**: We analyzed the time-stamps from users’ postings and discovered four activity patterns: positive correlation, heavy-tails, periodic spikes and bimodal distribution;
2. **Generative Model**: We proposed RSC, a model that is able accurately to match the distribution of postings IAT from social media services;
3. **Bot-Detection**: we proposed RSC-SPOFTER, a method that users RSC to detect bots with a precision higher than 94%.
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Figure 11: RSC– (b) and (f) – matches the IAT correlation pattern, providing the best match for the distribution of consecutive IAT. Each heat-map depicts the distribution of consecutive IAT.

1. **IAT Histogram**: Log-binned histogram of postings IAT;
2. **Entropy**: Entropy of the IAT histogram, proposed in [6];
3. **Weekday Histogram**: Histogram with seven bins, where each bin counts the number of postings for each day of the week;
4. **All Features**: Combination of all features from 1, 2, and 3.

Figure 13 compares the precision vs. sensitivity (recall) curve [2] obtained by RSC-SPOFTER and competitors. A good performance is indicated by a curve closer to the top part of the plot. For the Twitter dataset (Figure 13(b)), RSC-SPOFTER obtained the highest precision for all sensitivity values, indicating that for any configuration of FP and FN costs, it is better than the other features. For the Reddit dataset (Figure 13(a)), RSC-SPOFTER obtained considerably higher precision for sensitivity values smaller than 70%, and precision values closer to the other methods for sensitivity values larger than 70%.

Even though the datasets are strongly imbalanced, with significantly more humans than bots, RSC-SPOFTER obtained a precision of with 96.5% and 94.7% for sensitivity values of 47.9% and 70.3% for the Reddit and Twitter datasets, respectively.

### 7. CONCLUSIONS

To address the challenges posed by the large volume and varied nature of user-generated content, we propose RSC, a model that is able to accurately match the distribution of consecutive IAT. This model is particularly useful in identifying patterns in social media behavior, which can be leveraged for various applications such as bot detection and user profiling.

We evaluated RSC against several state-of-the-art methods using real-world datasets from Reddit and Twitter. The results demonstrate that RSC outperforms its competitors in terms of precision and sensitivity, indicating its potential for accurate feature extraction and model deployment in real-world scenarios. This research opens up avenues for further exploration into the dynamics of user-generated content and the development of advanced models for automated behavior analysis in social media.
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